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PROJECTIVELY FLAT AFFINE SURFACES
THAT ARE NOT LOCALLY SYMMETRIC

ISAAC CHAUJUN LEE

(Communicated by Christopher Croke)

Abstract. By studying affine rotation surfaces (ARS), we prove that any sur-

face affine congruent to x2 + ey2 = zr or y2 = z(x + ezlogz) is projectively

flat but is neither locally symmetric nor an affine sphere, where e is 1 or -1 ,

reR-{-l,0, 1,2}, and z > 0 . The significance of these surfaces is due to

the fact that until now x2 + e y2 = z_1 are the only known surfaces which are

projectively flat but not locally symmetric. Although Podestà recently proved

the existence of an affine surface satisfying the above italicized conditions, he

did not construct any concrete example.

0. Preliminaries

To study affine differential geometry, we follow the approach of K. Nomizu

[NI, N2]. For the affine space R3 with the usual flat connection D and a

volume element co defined by w(yx, f2, %) = det[$7x % %], we see that

this affine space (R3, D, of) has an equiaffine structure, that is, Dœ = 0.

For an affine immersion / : J72 —> R3 with a transversal vector field n,

we can define the induced connection V , the afifine fundamental form h7 , the

shape operator Sn , and the transversal connection x'1 as follows:

,on ¡DxfAY)   =MVxY) + h"(X,Y)n,
( ' ' \        Dxn   = -fi(S"(X)) + T"(X)r,.

The induced volume element   d'1 is defined by

d"(Yx,Y2) = co(fit(Yx),fit(Y2),n).

We have
V is a torsion free affine connection,

ft'' is a symmetric tensor,

Vx0n = ri(X)6.

We say the affine immersion / is nondegenerate if h11 is nondegenerate, and we

know that this condition is independent of the choice of the transversal vector
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n.  From now on, we always assume the surface is nondegenerate. We say a

transversal vector field n is equiaffine ( or n is relative normal ) if Vô' = 0.

We have the following fundamental equations for any relative normal:

Gauss Eq. R(X, Y)Z = h(Y, Z)SX - h(X, Z)SY,
CodazziEq. (Vxh)(Y,Z) =(VYh)(X,Z),
CodazziEq. (VXS)Y = (VYS)X,
Ricci Eq. h(SX,Y) = h(X, SY).

The cubic form C(X, Y, Z) := Vxh(Y, Z) is symmetric in X, Y, Z by
virtue of the Codazzi equation.

Let Yx, Y2 be tangent vector fields such that 6(YX, Y2) = 1 and denote

hn(Yi, Yj) by A?-. There is an affine invariant, called the affine metric, defined

by AVIdet^ )|'/4, which is independent of the choice of the transversal vector

n. We then have a unique choice (up to a sign) of a transversal vector field Ç,

called the affine normal which is equiaffine and satisfies Ö1» = <y¿,, where

(Oh is the volume element of the affine fundamental form té. In this case, té

coincides with the affine metric. An affine immersion with affine normal is called

a Blaschke immersion. For the shape operator S, we define the affine mean

curvature H and the Gauss-Kronecker curvature K as trace(5')/2 and det(S),

respectively. A hypersurface is called an affine minimal if the affine mean

curvature is zero. A hypersurface is an affine sphere if S = A I, which implies

that the function A is actually a constant. If A ^ 0, the surface is called a

proper affine sphere, and if A = 0, an improper affine sphere. Let V be the

corresponding Levi-Civita connection; we can define the scalar curvature as

p = traceh(y)/2, where y is the Ricci curvature of the Levi-Civita connection.

The Pick invariant is defined byJ = /z(C,C)/8. We then have

(0.2) p = H + J.

Two affine connections V1, V2 are projectively equivalent if there exists a

1-form p such that

VxxY-V2xY = p(Y)X + p(X)Y.

An affine connection V is called projectively flat if V is projectively equivalent

to a flat connection. The following is well known; see, for example, [NP]:

Proposition. An equiaffine immersion (fi,J72,^7) is projectively flat ifi and only

if the Ricci curvature tensor y satisfies the Codazzi equation (Vxy)(Y, Z) =

(VYy)(X,Z).

Remark. For an affine connection V, the definition of the Ricci curvature ten-

sor is y(Y, Z) := trace{X —► R(X, Y)Z} where R is the curvature tensor.

Note that we can get Vy directly from VR as

(0.3) Vwy(Y, Z) = trace{X ^ (VWR)(X, Y)Z).

It is then obvious that the condition VR = 0 implies projective flatness. The

condition VR = 0 plays an important role in the theory of symmetric spaces.

It is known that an affine space (J7, V) is locally symmetric if and only if V

is torsion free ( T = 0 ) and satisfies VR = 0 (see [KN, p. 303]).

In R3, we define an affine rotation surface (ARS) as a surface invariant under

the action of a 1-parameter subgroup {S?(t)} of AS(3) such that all 2?(t) 's have

the same line of fixed points. We have
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Theorem [L2]. Any ARS is affinely congruent to one (or more)1 of the following
standard ARS (SARS): x2 + y2 = g2(z) (elliptic type), x2 - y2 = g¡(z)

(hyperbolic type), or y2 = z(x - gi(z)) (parabolic type), for some Junctions
gi(z) such that g'/(z) ¿ 0.

We shall study ARS from now on.

1. Main results

Theorem 1.1. Any surface affine congruent to one of the following surfaces is
projectively flat but not locally symmetric:

(1) x2 + ey2 = zr with re R-{0, 1, 2},  z>0,

(2) y2 = z(x + e zlogz).

One can see that the first class of surfaces in the theorem contains various

classes of surfaces. A further study gives complete information as follows:

Theorem 1.2. Let J7 be affine congruent to x2 + e y2 = zr for some r £
R - {0, 1, 2}, z > 0 ; then

(1) If 0 < r < 1 or 1 <r <2, then, in the case of e = 1 (or e = -1 ), J7
is definite (respectively, indefinite);

(2) If r < 0 or 2 < r, then, in the case of e = 1 (or e = -1), J7 is

indefinite (respectively, definite).

(3) Ifi J7 has non-zero constant Pick invariant, then it is affine congruent to

x2 + e y2 = z~x. In this case, the constant Pick invariant is \[2/\¡21.

(4) If J7 has constant affine Gaussian curvature (or constant affine mean
curvature), then it is affine congruent to x2 + e y2 = z~x. In this case,

it is a proper affine sphere.

(5) J7 has flat affine metric.

2. Standard affine rotation surfaces (SARS)

We parametrize the SARS of elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic types as follows:

'   EX(u,v) = g(v)EB(u) + v     EC,

i    HX(u,v) = g(v)HB(u) + v     HC,

b   pX(u,v)= v     pB(u) + g(v)pC,

where

'   EB(u) := '(cos(m) , sin(u), 0), for the elliptic type,

HB(u) := '(cosh(w), sinh(w), 0), for the hyperbolic type,

?B(u) := '(u2/2, -u, 1), for the parabolic type,

.  EC= HC:= '(0,0, 1), PC:= '(1,0,0).

And we put E (or H, P) on the upper-left of an affine quantity if the equation in

question is valid for elliptic type (respectively, hyperbolic type, parabolic type),

1 For example, the hyperboloid of one sheet x2 + y2 - z2 = 1 can be of all three types (see [L2,

p. 49]).
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and omit these upper-left indicies if the equation is valid for all types. We also

denote *,,:-£, *,2:=M, £':=§£, and

,2n Í <!>■•= (\S3g"\)i,        r2:=-(ôp)'/(ôp),
\T2:=(-<pT2-<p')/(ôg") = -vT2,

where

f(S,S',l)    for elliptic/hyperbolic ARS,

(2.2) (J,^):^^   ^    for parabohc ARS

Regarding {A", i, X>2, £,} and {B, B', C} as two bases of R3, we have

(0   p T2p
(X i,X2,Ç) = (B,B',C)-&>    with^= lô    0 0

\0   y/   T2w-H(l^).

Differentiating this with respect to u and v , we have

f (X,xx,Xax,Z,l) = (X,l,X,2,i)J?>-l'&'7?>,

[ ' ' \(X,x2,X,22,çt2) = (X,x,X<2,c:).7?-x.7?>',

where

/0   -1    0\ (0 1   0\
E57=[l     0    0    ,     H57 =     1 0   0    ,     and     p^ =     1    0   0

\0    0    0/ Vo °   °J \°   l
Therefore, we obtain

' An = - %i = S2/<P, hx2 = 0,    h22 = - ph22 = ôg"l<j>;

' n,=o,   r2, = - «n, = -gn'/(g'g")+T2g2/<p,
r}2 = r5'/r5,     r22 = o,

^r22 = o,        Y222 = (S"/g')-T2Sg"/4>;

7-T2S'/S 0        \
shape operator S= (      Q _( w/J •

(2.4)

Furthermore, we can eliminate T and p in r2, , r22 by using (2.1) and (2.2).

We get

(2.5)       r2, = H)(W)' = - Er2,,     r22 = H)(W)7(W).

Note that r22 = 0 implies that any v-curve is a pregeodesic. We say a SARS

has geodesic parameters if r2¡ = 0.
It is known that SARS of elliptic type share many affine properties with those

of hyperbolic type in the following sense:

Proposition 2.1 [L2, p. 38]. For any SARS of elliptic type and that of hyperbolic
type with the same function g(v), each of the following properties holds for one

surface if and only if it does for the other.

(1) An orbit passing through a point po of the profile curve is a geodesic

relative to the induced connection.
(2) An orbit passing through a point po of the profile curve is a geodesic

relative to the Levi-Civita connection of the affine metric.
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(3) An orbit passing through a point po of the profile curve is a shadow
boundary.

(4) The surface is a quadric.

(5) The surface has constant Pick invariant.

(6) The surface is a proper affine sphere.

(7) The surface is an improper affine sphere (or equivalently, flat).
(8) The surface has constant mean curvature.

(9) The surface has constant Gauss-Kronecker curvature.

(10) The surface is locally symmetric.

(11) The surface is projectively flat.

( 12) The affine metric has constant curvature.

Because of this proposition, we usually study SARS of elliptic type.

3. Two lemmas

We shall simplify the expression of Vi? by writing (Vm^w)^- or Äyk/.m^-

for (v^_Ä)(^, ^, £-). We compute VR for SARS by using (2.4) and

have

vxr\12 = -v,*2,, = -v,*j2I = v,*221 = r\X2 r21 - R\n r2,,

v2*212 = -v2*221 = (*212)'-2*212rl2,

V2*212 = -V2JR221 = (*2I2)' - ^212^2 >

ViR'kij = 0,    otherwise,

(3.1)

where

Uii2=-(n,)'-
-^112 _     (mi)   +M1^21_M1M2'

r1 r1 -i- r1 r21 211 21 +1 211 22-

Then we have

Lemma 3.1. Any SARS with geodesic parameters is locally symmetric.

Lemma 3.2. An SARS is projectively flat if and only if its Christoffel symbols
satisfy

(3.3) ((r21)'-2r21ri2 + r21r22)' = o.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We know that an SARS has geodesic parameters if and

only if r2! = 0. We now prove that T2, = 0 implies local symmetry, namely,
VR = 0.

If r2, = 0, (3.2) becomes

Ui12 = (-(r21)'-r21r21) + r21r22.

Plugging these into (3.1), we have

VtJiiM- 0,

V2R2X2X=0,

V2R2X2 = -V2R22X = (R2X2)' - 2R2X2Y22.

We now prove the last equation is zero by showing (Rl2x2)' = 0 and T^2 = 0 as
follows.
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We express r¡2 and T22 in terms of T2,.

(I) From (2.4) and (2.5), we have

(3.4) { U.r+H.n.y = _4r'' forparabolic type'

1 (Hi)' + Hi mm - 0   for elliptic/hyperbolic type.

(II) From (2.5), we have

(3.5) r22 = r21/(-4yr21dt;).

Now, with the assumption T2, = 0, we have Y\2 = 0 by (3.5). Thus, (3.1)

becomes
fV2Ä212 = -V2*221 = (Ä212)',

\ ^¡Rkij = 0,    otherwise.

Furthermore, we can use (3.4) and (3.2) to prove (R2X2)' = 0.   Therefore,

Vi? = 0.   D

Remark. Any ARS with geodesic parameters (relative to the affine normal) is

affine congruent to one of the following classes [L2, p. 66]:

x2 + e y2 = cos2 z,        x2 + e y2 = sinh2 z,

x2 + e y2 = cosh2 z,       y2 = xz + e z4.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. We only have to check equations y~j[k;¡¡ - 0,  which are

basically two equations yi[i;2] = 0 and y2[X,2] = 0. By (0.3), we have

72[1;2] = 72X;2-Ï22;X = -R|"m2;2 ~ R2m2;X =Ä112;2 _ ^212;1    =   °-

Similarily, we have 7i[i;2] = {R2X2XY - R2X2X Hi ~ ^221 Hr Using (3.2) and
(2.4), we can express 7i[i 2] in terms of the Christoffel symbols of SARS as

((r21)'-2r21r¡2 + r21r22y. g

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1

For each type of SARS, the differential equation (3.3) in Lemma 3.2 can

be expressed as a 5th order nonlinear ordinary differential equation of g(v)

by using the notions in (2.4) and (2.1). If we want to look for SARS that are

projectively flat, we have to solve these 5th order ordinary differential equations,

whose general solutions seem to be difficult to find. Theorem 1.1 is obtained
by assuming each term of (3.3) is zero. In orther words, we want to solve the

following simultaneous differential equations for arbitary constants a, b, c :

i(i)(Y2u)' = a,

(4.1) l (ii)r2,r}2 = ¿,
Uii)r2,r22 = c.

These constants are in fact subject to (4.2) as follows:
Condition (i) implies that T2, = av + d for some constant d and then

\ô/g" = ¡Y2udv = av2/2 + dv + e for some constant e. We use (3.5) to get
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constraints on a, d, e, c from conditions (i) and (iii):

(4 2) tc~-a/2,

1    j I loe = ¿2.

If a = 0, then c = 0, d = 0. Thus, T2, =.av + d = 0, which corresponds to
locally symmetric surfaces by virtue of Lemma 3.1.

From now on, we assume a ^ 0. Then, (4.2) becomes

{■;:.

namely,

(4.4) ÍY2udv = (a/2)(v + d/a)2.

Remark. If r2j = av , then jY2{dv = av2/2.
We now proceed to discuss trie solution for the case of elliptic/hyperbolic

type and that of parabolic type.

(1) For elliptic/hyperbolic type. We will find g(v) for projectively flat SARS
of elliptic typs; then the same g(v) works for that of hyperbolic type by virtue
of Proposition 2.1.

From condition (i) of (4.1), we can assume

(4.5) Y\x=av+d.

Then, condition (ii) implies

which has solution

(4.7) g(v) = n(av + d)'.

Note that a^b, otherwise g"(v) = 0 corresponding to a degenerate surface.

Claim.  g(v) = n(av +d)x+x/2b. Since

av + d = Y2u    (by (4.5))

= (l/4)(g/g"Y    (by (2.4))

= a(av + d)/(2b(b-a))   (by (4.7)),

we have a constraint a = 2b2 ¡(1 + 2b), ¿eR-{0, -1/2}. Plugging this into
(4.7) proves our claim.

Let

(4.8) l + l/2b = r/2,        reR-{0,2}.

Thus, for any r £ R - {0, 2} , the surface x2 + e y2 = zr is projectively flat.

To prove those surface with r e R - {0, 1,2} is not locally symmetric, we
rewrite V2JR212 in terms of r as follows:

V27x212 = (i?212)'- 2Ä212rl2   (by (3.1))

= (-a + b- c)' - 2(-a + b- c)Y\2   (by (3.2) and (4.1))

= -(r-l)/(v(r-2))   (by (4.3), (4.6),   and (4.8)),

which is not 0 since r £ A := R - {0, 1,2}.
These prove our assertion for surfaces in class (1).
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(2) For parabolic type. From condition (i) of (4.1), we can assume T2, =

av + d . Together with T}2 = 1/v from (2.4), condition (ii) implies

(4.9) a = b    and    ¿ = 0.

On the other hand, since T2, = ^(v/g")', we have

l-(v/g") = JY2xdv = ^    (by (4.4) and (4.9)).

Solving this equation, we have g(v) = v log(v)/(-2a) + lv + m. It gives a

surface affinely congruent to y2 = z(x + ezlogz).

To prove that these are not locally symmetric, we rewrite ^2B2X2 in terms

of a as follows:

V2*,12 = (*2i2)'-2*2,2M12    (by (3.1))

= (-a + b - c)' - 2(-a + b - c)Y\2   (by (3.2) and (4.1))

= -a/v   (by (4.3) and (4.9)),

which is not 0 since a ^ 0. Therefore, these surfaces are not locally symmetric.

The assertion for the surfaces in class (2) is proven.   D

5. Proof of Theorem 1.2

For statements (1) & (2). An affine surface is definite (indefinite) if and only if a

matrix representation [h¡j] of its second fundamental form satisfies det[h¡j] > 0

(respectively, det[A,;] < 0 ). By (2.4), for x2 + ey2 = g2(z), we have

Thus, det[Ehij] = -g3g"/((j>2) = -det[Hhu]. For the case of x2 + e y2 = zr,

we have g(v) = v{-'l2\ Computation shows

det[%] = ~r(r ~4¡¡V 2r~2 = -detfhu].

Determining the region of r such that -r(r - 2) > 0 or -r(r -2) < 0,

statements (1) and (2) follow.

For statement (3). By virtue of statement (5) of Proposition 2.1, we only have

to prove the case of elliptic type x2 + y2 = zr.

We use (2.4) to compute the Pick invariant J and have J = ({)(Cxx2hxx)2h22,

where Cxx2 = hx2,x - Y2nh22 - Y\2hxx.
By using (5.1), (2.4), (2.5) and knowing g = ti(r/2), we have

<t>={Jr(r-2)v2'-2/4,

hxx = -vrl<t>,        h22 = (r)(r-2)vr-2/(4<f>),

Y2u=2v/r(r-2),        Y\2 = r/2v,        r22 = -l/2t;.

Thus, we have   (-r)Y2uh22 = Y\2 hxx and then obtain

(52) j       C--*)^ (^-l)2

V ' ' (2r(r-2)V     2</4r3(r - 2)W+2'

Therefore, J is a constant if and only if the exponent of v is zero, i.e.,

r = -1 . In this cases, J = \Í2/\¡21.
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For statement (4).    To compute the shape operator, we use (2.4) and have

r2 = -(r - l)/v , and then

2<f>(r-l)
2     r(r-2)V-x'

Thus, by (2.4), we can show

,5 3)      (Sn = ~r(r ~ l)H(r{r ~ 2)Vr) = ~r{r " l)/«/^(r-2yv2^),

\S22 = (r-l)<j>J(r(r-2)V).

Note that Su = (-r)S22.
Therefore, the surface has constant affine Gaussian curvature (or constant

affine mean curvature) if and only if the exponent of v of Sxx is zero, i.e.,

r = -1. In this case, Sxx = S22 = -\Í2/</21.

For statement (5).   To see that the curvature k of the affine metric is zero, we

simply refer to (5.3) and have

2    ' LL       2r(r-2)V'

Comparing this with (5.2), we conclude that H = -J. Therefore, we have

K = p = 0 by (0.2).   D

Remark. As an analogue of statements (4) and (5) of Theorem 1.2, one can show

that any projectively flat surface y2 = z(x + ezlogz) has flat affine metric but

is not an affine sphere. These surfaces suggest the classification of projectively
flat affine surfaces with flat affine metric. Note that the classification will be

complete once one classifies those surfaces that are not affine spheres. The

reason is that affine spheres are projectively flat and that affine spheres with

flat affine metric are classified by M. Magid and P. Ryan [MR]. Furthermore,

U. Simon [S] classified affine spheres with constant curvature metric. Thus, a

natural generalization is to classify projectively flat affine surfaces with constant

curvature metric. In the case of affine rotation surfaces, we can prove that any
ARS that is an affine sphere with constant curvature metric is a quadric or affine

congruent to x2 + e y2 = 1/z.
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